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IT’ How do you turn the clock back 10 years so you can live a far more youthful, energetic, and
healthful lifestyle? the true questions become: How can you boost your fat burning capacity and
turn your body into a fat reducing machine?s body, or possess tried to lose weight to ultimately
gain it right back-- you are not alone. 90% of individuals who diet ultimately place the weight
back on and some! Would you like to be part of the 10% that loses excess weight and retains it
off? To be one of the few, that 10% that has the capacity to take it off and maintain it, off, we
must first realize that weight loss is much more than diet and exercise. While both exercise and
diet are important, they flunk of the comprehensive approach necessary for long term outcomes
and long term maintenance. Follow this simple and easy to implement program and in 12 short
weeks a young, healthier, more lively you will emerge.formula" for effectively taking weight away
and more importantly, keeping it off...If you have ever woken up feeling like you are in
somebody else’ How can you measure your improvement daily so that you can stay on track
without using the original scale?S Period TO DITCH YOUR SCALE AND LOSE Excess weight
FOR GOOD> Becoming and remaining an associate of this oh so elusive 10% group of "result
getters" is currently inside your reach. Finally, a book that answers your weight loss problems
and introduces a system that will ensure your success.level" It not only spells out what you
should do to reach your goals to lose excess weight but also clears up questions and concerns
in a very clear and concise readable manner. The Perfect Level introduces you to a new scale
that places a bulls-eye on fat loss and gives you daily opinions on your attempts. Scroll up to the
top and go through the BUY BUTTON to begin living a far more youthful, energetic and radiant
life. A fresh " Simple strategies to implement that make sure you are maximizing your fat loss
efforts.s fat loss issue and presents a one of a kind solution: a systematic approach that is
unique, basic, easy to put into action and adhere to and renders other applications obsolete. He
gives you just enough research without being as well scientific and presents the information in
an easy to check out format. Whether your objective is to lose excess weight, reduce your
dependency on medications or obtain your groove back, this life changing system is for you.
The Perfect Scale provides you with: A new simple, holistic and systematic method of weight
loss. and thrive for a long time to come. An easy to follow, step-by-step 40 page guide that
walks you through the implementation of The Perfect Scale System is definitely downloadable
for your comfort with the buy of the book. AN IDEAL Scale, a reserve like no other publication
before, finally puts all the pieces to successful weight loss together into a straightforward to
check out system. to track your daily improvement and provide instant feedback. In The Perfect
Scale, Doug Dorsey AKA The Fitness Professor, sheds light on America’ The program to turn the
clock back again a decade in 12 weeks. This is actually the opportunity you should no more
settle for an unhealthy existence of excess weight, illness, lethargy and disease. Understanding
that diet and exercise are an important element of the complete ".. The 6 key areas that boost
your metabolism and turn your body into a fat reducing machine. SPECIAL Reward FOR
READERSAn easy to follow, step by step 40 page instruction that walks you through the
implementation of The Perfect Scale System is definitely downloadable for your convenience
with the purchase of the reserve. This reserve is for people who want to forever lose weight,
keep it off and move on to sustainable healthy living.
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FINALLY! A Completely New and Holistic Approach to Fitness: Focusing on FAT REDUCTION
Rather than Weight Loss The Perfect Scale is the health book that people have all been looking
forward to. A Unique Kind of Reduction. Doug incorporates an entire lifestyle system that goes
beyond just eating for health. Doug Dorsey’s Book an ideal scale includes a wealth of info.
Millions of people like me who (in the name of fat loss) have been parsing meals into singular
food classes finally have permission to avoid THE MADNESS! Why? Because this book explains
specifically why our bodies want proteins, carbs and fat to operate properly, and clear and
manageable guidelines for how we can fulfill these needs. Additionally, the actual fact that the
author can create a specific food program for you is a terrific added bonus. It really is a breath of
oxygen that instead of obsessing about calorie counting and lunges, the reserve recognizes the
function of tension and sleep in achieving our fitness goals. I liked it and I'm ready for change I
wish to be seriously interested in my diet plan and I can't wait to see how I will take care of I
completed this task at hand The perfect scale = a straightforward system to check out and
follow through with consistently. THE MACHINE detailed in this reserve provides a holistic
approach and a fitness paradigm shift from “weight loss” to a “fat loss”. Finally, a health
professional recognizes the complexity of our lives, and the techniques these complexities have
an effect on our consuming, exercise and health outcomes.The writer explains how our cultural
landscape has helped to make us fatter and less healthy, despite our best efforts.The clarity and
concrete strategies of the book make it the only fitness book that I've read cover to cover and
recommended in years.. This book is easy to learn and his system is even better to follow. that
diet (and others enjoy it) failed you.When you get the book you get free access to an electronic
workbook that will support you through your 12-week journey in “The System. The publication
provides a well researched, data powered process, designed with your physical and
psychological needs at heart.” The info and strategies are highly relevant to people of different
age range and fitness amounts. It frees us all from the pressure, frustration and failures
connected with constant level jumping and calorie counting. After scanning this book you can
put your level in the attic and recommit to your fitness trip. Missing web page link in my own
weight loss journey After reading Doug Dorsey’s book AN IDEAL Scale – The Ultimate Fat Loss
Program, I am convinced that steering clear of my scale and incorporating his system into my
daily routine is the missing hyperlink in my weight loss journey. The book is self-explanatory
and explains clearly how I can reach my ultimate fat loss goal.His program allows me to
spotlight my body fat (in a good way because with understanding comes power) rather than the
weight. Forget about dreading the level, until it really is truly period to get on the scale.While
reading, I had to nod and, at one point, laugh because I could relate to his written terms. Doug
Dorsey gets it. I have made efforts to stay match, most of my life. Unfortunately, an extra ten
pounds on top of another ten pounds won’t leave. His system for weight loss is easy to grasp
and follow through with on a daily basis. NASM. I believe this technique is the path to my
success. The knowledge gained from this book will show me ways to get there... I recommend
this book. It is as though Doug Dorsey is speaking with me, assisting me understand his
program, and preparing me to reach my ultimate weight loss goal. The Perfect Scale is the
PERFECT book that focuses on fat loss rather than just losing weight. Doug Dorsey's publication
on weight loss is the publication I have been looking for. There are so many diet plan fads out
there and thousands of books on pounds loss that all focus on a similar thing. It will motivate
you to revisit your abandoned health and appearance goals..slimming down. That's it.. Extra fat
and unhappy.AN IDEAL Scale is the PERFECT book that targets fat loss instead of just losing
weight. The Perfect Scale arrived at an ideal time.Doug provides some extremely down-to-earth



tactics that are not overly complicated and make sense so that everyone ought to be doing
these exact things daily: consuming less, sleeping more and drinking enough water. a
completely riveting, attention opening “aha” second that changes the way we look at issues!This
book will definitely get you on the right track with losing weight, keep you on the right track to
staying that way, and establish you for future success so that you don’t slip back and pile that
weight on again. I never imagined a few of the exercises that aren’t related to anything regarding
being in the gym could actually work. poor sleep practices.I loved this reserve and the program it
instructs as you shoot for a better you and a happier life-style.A definite recommended
publication for you if you want to lose fat and feel excellent! I plan on completing it on my next
.I’ve checked out the before and after pics, read the review articles, and viewed the video clips.
weight loss. Regardless of your age group or the current fat you are standing at today, this book
works if you follow the trainers 12 week course. I’m approaching 50 and also have got swings in
my weight and fitness regimen the majority of my life. It isn't the 1st time I've heard the thought
of fat vs fat loss, nonetheless it provides studies detailing proof on why it's most effective and
long lasting, together with the author's own personal encounters and antidotes using the
method. I often discover myself at some kind of drive through windows consuming something I
know I shouldn’t be. helpful for potential readers. I found the Perfect Scale's approach to weight
loss very inspiring As a woman who has battled pounds throughout my life, I found the Perfect
Scale's method of weight loss extremely inspiring.Just how Doug Dorsey explains the main
element concepts and elements of his model – planning, nutrition, exercise, hydration, sleep and
stress management – makes sense and after reading the book I will have a concrete plan and
tool to have the outcomes that have alluded me each one of these years. It’s about fat loss not
weight reduction and a way of life not really a fad diet plan or a pricey piece of gym equipment.
Who knew? I understand now. Thank you Doug! Meditation Most of this book may be the
standard weight reduction regurgitation. methods to fitness & That completely held true upon
reading AN IDEAL Scale - The Ultimate Fat Loss System. AN IDEAL Scale at an ideal Time.. And
most of these just repeat a similar thing over and over with weak outcomes or, the moment we
shake the fat off, it really is back on again leaving us right where we started. I've only read a few
of it, therefore far it is good. I anticipate completing it on my next plane trip. He provides a
holistic approach to fitness that addresses the regions of our lives that thwart our fitness and (if
we are really getting honest) appearance goals. The writer provides the facts about nutrition
which helps to take away the anxiousness from eating, and gives desire to the "carb-fearful". I
want help. This book explains why even though these diets produce results, these results are
brief lived. He includes a complete 360 level transformation scale to put into practice all without
in fact stepping on a level. Since I’ve read the reserve and adopted his fool proof system I've lost
20lbs, reduced my HgA1c by an entire point, distressed my life and have the most energy at 39
years older than I’ve ever endured in my lifetime. I was able to buy a size smaller sized uniform
within three months of following his weight loss system and match jackets I couldn’t previously
zip up. My outcomes shocked me specifically because I wasn’t starving myself or wasting hours
on pointless cardio. You'll be energized by the realization that you didn’t fail your previous diet
plan; I would highly recommend this to all my friends and family and have even left my copy in
the lounge at the hospital I work at so all my medical expert coworkers can have a glance at it. It
is therefore refreshing to have someone obviously explain how my own body functions, and why
so many of the dieting methods that people have all tried don’t work.. Obviously, the system
works. The start chapters or first half of the book are created to give you background in to the
traditional methodology & However the major advantage may be the meditation and sleep



importance expressed.. These chapters also supply the reader insight into weight problems
trends in America, citing such well-known fitness sources as ACE &I'd like a leaner me; The idea
that you're consuming to either gain, maintain, or lose weight actually hit home. The author has
found a method to streamline the fat loss process for people & Hope that is useful & If you’re
looking for a philosophy & formula of existence about staying fit rather than using outmoded fat
scales then this an excellent book for you personally. The reserve inspects everything in a very
detailed manner from nutrition to the potential pitfalls that may arise with stress management &
But they do. In a nutshell, the book presents excellent suggestions for everyday situations. It’s
extremely inspiring that the author was able to pack this amount of details into these quantity of
pages & I'm sure the fat loss strategy will have sustained details in the future. make it a more
welcoming way of existence. Finally, I know I don’t get the amount of sleep I will because I’m
considering all the stuff I must do the very next day! I know what I’m doing incorrect but I
haven’t found the right plan that can help me develop the behaviors that result in the healthy
lifestyle I'd like and need as yet. I have a busy existence – married, a challenging, and sometimes,
stressful work, two pre-teenagers that are enrolled in every after college and weekend event
beneath the sun, and a doggie I find myself strolling before and after function more than I
agreed to when we brought him home. The next half of the publication is when the author starts
to delve into how his philosophy, differs a great deal from the more traditional complicated
programs. His 'scale' puts the switch squarely in the hands with it's basic principles. It can
require preparation for success, but the actions compared to that achievement are laid out very
simply. This reserve gives simple, straightforward yet essential information for way of life and
body transformation. The Perfect Scale offers Perfect Solutions to Lasting Fat Loss Once in
awhile we knowledge an epiphany; He also goes into what to consume fo each meal, how to
balance everything you eat, and keep an eye on your calories. and thus far it is good. Dorsey
(AKA The Fitness Professor) packs a punch in the manner we appearance at and pursue Body
fat (not weight) reduction. My years of chasing an ideal formulation to shed some extra, harmful
pounds - and maintain it off- can be FINALLY over! Happily ditching my scale to begin my
personal WEIGHT LOSS journey! Many thanks, Mr. Dorsey for arming us with the knowledge we
need to create our healthier and happier selves! Good sense material presented in an
exceedingly easy to understand format I'm not finished reading yet, but this guy is no nonsense,
self-explanatory in his style and his details is very applicable.
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